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New set of wheels
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JMU students develop
autonomous golf cart, retirement
communities express interest

Development of the cart started in a JMU X-Labs course in autonomous vehicles in spring 2018.
Courtesy of JMU Communications & Marketing
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By KAMRYN KOCH
The Breeze

JMU’s campus is not a stranger to
autonomous vehicles — Starship food
delivery robots have become a normal
sight for anyone walking or driving through
campus. A group of students is working on its
own self-driving vehicle — a golf cart — with
the hope of future use in local retirement
communities.
The development of the cart began in an
autonomous vehicles class at JMU’s X-Labs
during the 2018 spring semester. Associate
professor in the school of Integrated
Science and Technology Samy El-Tawab and
associate professor in the computer science
department Nathan Sprague ran the course
with the plan to have students modify a golf
cart electrically and mechanically to make it
autonomous.
“I’m continually impressed by how
effective the students have been, how
committed they are,” Sprague said.
After the class’s first semester, Sprague
said local retirement communities began
to show interest in the cart because of the
possibility to provide increased mobility to
residents on large campuses. He said the
team received $120,000 from the Jeffress
Trust Program to continue developing the
cart in the fall 2019 semester, where students
began to focus on making the vehicle helpful
to elderly passengers.
Sprague said students have been working
on the cart as volunteers, or they’re
earning credit by treating the project as an

independent study course. He said new
students are continuously contributing
to the cart’s development, which makes
it unique and provides a model for “real
world” projects.
Students majoring in computer science,
ISAT and engineering worked on the cart,
and Sprague said numbers have fluctuated
between five to 20 students contributing to
the project at once. Senior computer science
major Josh Griffin said he began going to
team meetings in the fall 2019 semester,
but only started earning class credit this
semester. He said he works on the system’s
software, which is called the Robot Operating
System, or ROS.
“It’s kind of like the brain of the cart,”
Griffin said. “It makes all the decisions and
tells the different components what to do.”
Griffin said passengers can interact with
the cart using voice commands and its touch
screen. The cart is able to navigate campus,
Sprague said, and can be summoned by
anyone who requests it through an app. He
said the cart doesn’t have a seat belt, like any
other golf cart, and there is always a person
present to turn off autonomous control if
necessary. Although he said the cart only
goes 10 miles per hour, Griffin said it’s
strange to be in a vehicle that operates itself.
“It’s still very unnerving to ride in for the
first time because you’re not used to getting
into a vehicle and having no control over it,”
Griffin said.
Even though the cart already has basic
functionality, Sprague said the team is
working to improve it. He said there’s a bug

in the system they need to work out that
relates to collision avoidance — the cart
stops when something moves in front of it,
but it won’t start up again without human
interference.
Jason Forsyth, an assistant professor in the
engineering department, formally joined the
project this semester, but first saw the cart
a year ago. He said research needs to be
done in terms of how to instrument people
inside the vehicle so the cart can understand
the emotions and physiological state of
its passengers. For example, if someone
becomes distressed in the vehicle, he said
the cart should be able to sense this and
possibly stop or ask the person a question.
“We’re trying to understand higher level
questions about how certain populations of
people interact with autonomous vehicles,”
Forsyth said. “The key target we’re looking at
here is elderly people, so they have a loss of
mobility, they have a loss in independence.
If they had an autonomous vehicle, could
they get around more?”
Because of COVID-19, Forsyth said it’s
been harder to connect with retirement
communities for the project because they
limit outside interaction. Work on the cart
itself experienced a setback, Sprague said,
because JMU’s campus was closed during
most of the spring semester and the summer.
“We’ve lost progress in terms of being
able to work with our system and we’ve lost
progress in terms of being able to do the kind
of work we wanted to do in collaboration
with our community partners,” Sprague said.
This semester, Sprague said the team

meets outside on campus once a week for
testing. Forsyth said he enjoys having a class
where students are building rather than
doing homework or taking exams. He also
said many of the things students learn in
his engineering classes are directly related
to this project, so it provides a “real world
application.” Sprague said the project is
more than just a way for students to learn
about the fundamentals of technology.
“There’s a whole different set of skills,
sort of project management and working in
teams and working in a real world system
where there’s no fixed set of answers,”
Sprague said. “There’s also that creativity
involved in solving these problems that
don’t have a predetermined answer. I think
it’s a really valuable experience for students.”
The project doesn’t have a definitive
future, Sprague said, but more students
are expected to join the team in the spring.
Forsyth said the cart still has a couple more
years before it’ll be ready for testing in
retirement communities because they still
want to address broader research questions
that require more time to answer.
“I have been highly impressed by the
students and it makes me want to keep pushing
[the project] further,” Forsyth said. “It’s been a
joy to watch them learn and accomplish things
that I didn’t think we’d be able to do at an
undergraduate level.”
CONTACT Kamryn Koch at kochkr@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Beverly, an adjunct professor in the Writing, Rhetoric and Technical Communication department, said he’s feeling stressed and concerned about the future of his career as an adjunct professor.
Tristan Lorei / The Breeze
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Breakdown of adjunct pay
Average payment per credit-hour for JMU’s adjunct faculty was $1,301 in fall 2019
By JAKE CONLEY
The Breeze

see ADJUNCT PROFESSORS, page 6
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Adjunct hiring driven by student
needs and federally mandated
hours cap
Before each semester, Coltman said,

academic unit heads are tasked with
identifying the courses their department
needs to offer to ensure student progression
through their programs within proper
timelines, as well as any elective courses
for that semester. Because of this, adjunct
faculty members are hired on a per-semester
basis with no guarantee of re-employment
in following semesters. Coltman said that
though many departments are loyal to
their adjunct faculty, often finding ways
to continue to rehire the same adjunct
members,
re-employment
is
never
guaranteed.
“[If ] we don’t offer a course that’s
absolutely needed by 30 students, that’s not
right, and vice versa: If we’re offering a bunch
of electives, and there are five or six people
in the class, and there’s a budget crunch,
no, we can’t offer that,” Coltman said. “That
may be disappointing for the students, and
definitely disappointing for the faculty who
thought they could earn that money. But,
you know, they’re called contingent faculty
because it’s contingent.”
And though a department may choose to
hire adjunct faculty members back semester
after semester, all adjuncts at JMU are
capped at teaching 12 credits per semester.
That can take several forms, Coltman said,
such as four three-credit classes or three
four-credit classes, but the credit limit is
locked at 12.

breezejmu.org

JMU admin say pay split down
sciences/humanities line is
“market-driven”
JMU’s policy book defines adjunct faculty
members as “qualified individuals hired for
limited or special teaching assignments,
such as teaching particular courses or
sections.” As laid out in the policy book, “in
their adjunct role, [adjunct faculty members]
have no duties other than teaching.” At
JMU — and in match-step with the wider
U.S. higher education community — those
faculty members are paid by the credit-hours

subject matter is worth on the market
and within the geographic region of the
university. Jason McClain, associate vice
president for academic resources, referred to
it as “basic economics, supply and demand.”
“Just as full-time faculty salaries are
different across the colleges and across
the departments and the disciplines, so
are adjunct payments, and this is marketdriven,” Coltman said. “College of Business
faculty simply earn more, right; computer
science faculty simply earn more. We can’t
hire an adjunct to teach at one of those fields
without paying a competitive rate.”
Coltman and McClain also expressed that
the geographic and subject area markets
aren’t the only factors that play into pay rate
variances. Also to be taken into account,
they said, are the degree levels of the faculty
members and what nearby schools such
as the University of Virginia and Eastern
Mennonite University are offering adjunct
faculty members in a given field.
“You got someone with a fresh master’s
degree, they’re 24 years old, this is their first
year teaching,” Coltman said. “They are no
way gonna be eligible for or qualified to get
the same rate of pay as, you know, a 30-year
veteran.”

BreezeVideo

College of Arts and Letters: $1,284. College
of Health and Behavioral Studies: $1,310.
College of Education: $1,037.
According to documents obtained in
the fall semester of 2019 by The Breeze, the
average payment per credit-hour taught
by members of JMU’s adjunct faculty was
$1,301. If an adjunct professor taught four
three-credit classes each semester at that
rate, they’d earn an average of $15,612 per
semester — or $31,224 for an academic
year’s worth.
The Breeze has published a visualization
of each department’s average payment per
credit hour for the 2019 fall semester. The
Breeze has also requested the same data for
the 2020 spring and fall semesters as well.

they teach in their contracted semester, and
the pay that goes with each credit-hour is
determined by the class being taught.
Among JMU’s departments, the sciences
take the top spots for adjunct faculty
compensation, with the physics department
averaging a compensation rate of $2,325
per credit-hour and the computer science
department averaging $2,125 per-credit
hour.
Coming in at the lowest compensation
amounts per credit-hour are the programs
within the College of Visual and Performing
Arts. The School of Art, Design and Art
History sits at a compensation rate of $1,013
per credit-hour, and the School of Theatre
and Dance is at $1,014 per credit-hour.
At the college level, the split once again
draws a line between the sciences and the
humanities. At the top is the College of
Science and Math with an average rate across
its departments of $1,582 per credit-hour,
followed by the College of Business with an
average of $1,538. The Honors College sits at
the bottom, hosting an average rate of $1,020
per credit-hour, just under the College of
Education sitting at an average of $1,037.
Heather Coltman, JMU provost and senior
vice president for academic affairs, explained
the wide range in pay scales for adjunct
faculty members between departments
by referring to the “market-driven” nature
of the industry. Compensation rates, she
explained, are driven by what a particular
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If an adjunct professor taught four three-credit classes, they’d earn an average of $15,612 per semester. Breeze file photo

From page 5

ADJUNCT PROFESSORS

McClain said the Affordable Care Act (ACA)
is responsible for that cap. Under a provision
of the ACA, JMU is allowed 1,500 working
hours per academic year for each adjunct
faculty member, including both instructional
time and any other jobs an adjunct may work
at JMU, such as a position with JMU Libraries.
To keep all adjuncts under that working hour
threshold, McClain said, the university must
cap them at 12 credit-hours per semester.
Bryant Beverly, an adjunct professor
in the Writing, Rhetoric and Technical
Communication department, said that the
12-credit cap works for him because his
household has other income. However, for
others, he said, he could see a pay of just over
$1,000 in some departments being difficult
for those who may be teach classes with less

economic insulation.
“With the four full classes I have coming up
[and] as somebody who, I mean, has a wife
— she works in [Madison Union], she’s full
time and makes great pay — combined with
that, then yeah, I’m fine,” Beverly said. “But if
I only had three classes, and I were single, just
on my own, I’d probably be a decent bit more
anxious about things than I am now.”

JMU admin call pay average
“reasonable,” wish to provide
more
Coltman said that when she arrived,
JMU had a number of adjuncts earning less
than $1,000 per credit-hour. To offer those
professors more pay, the university raised
the minimum pay per credit-hour to $1,000
— what Coltman said represents the national
average for adjunct pay. Though some

DESIGN.
PRINT.
MAIL.
HERE.

adjuncts have voiced concern over JMU’s
current payment practices with its adjunct,
Coltman said that in looking at that history,
she finds the $1,301 average in the 2019
fall semester “reasonable.” However, both
Coltman and McClain expressed a desire to
offer JMU’s adjunct more.
“I wish we could do more, sure, but you
know, that has implications, you know —
tuition costs go up and other things any
time expenses are increased — but certainly
it was a step in the right direction,” McClain
said. “Hopefully, as time goes on, we’ll be
able to fold in, you know, future cost of living
adjustments and other things, should the
budget allow us to do so.”
Coltman and McClain also recognized the
impact COVID-19 has had on JMU’s faculty
members — especially those with contracts
that offer no guarantee of a teaching position

in coming semesters who also aren’t paid
extra for their supplemental work required
by the complications in the education system
caused by the virus.
“From March to now, five different times we’ve
had to pivot, and when you’re an adjunct faculty
[member], that’s a lot of extra work, and you’re
not getting paid any extra for that, and we get
that,” Coltman said. “We don’t have a solution for
that. We’re certainly hoping down the road with
some of the things coming out of the governor’s
office that there’s going to be some recognition
of the folks that really did that work.”
CONTACT Jake Conley, investigations editor,
at breezeinvestigations@gmail.com. For
more coverage of JMU and Harrisonburg
news, follow the news desk on Twitter @
BreezeNewsJMU.

46 Laurel Hill Road
Verona, VA 24482
540.248.5300 office
sales@midvalleypress.com

midvalleypress.com
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Only 1/2 mile South of JMU
on Main St.

1476 South
Main Street.
Lorem Ipsum
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

This week’s City Council meeting discussed
an increase in adoptions at the Harrisonburg
SPCA, changes in landscape and an update on
the city’s occupancy ordinance.

breezejmu.org
Thursday, December 10, 2020

CONTACT Eleanor Weber at weberea@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news
desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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Changes in the city landscape
The Council heard multiple requests that had
to do with changing the layout of the city on a
micro level.
Waseem, Nadeem and Sohail Alfridi
requested a special use permit in order to
turn a single-family dwelling into multiplefamily dwellings at 728 Foley Road. The house
isn’t suitable as a single-family dwelling, and
the owners said it’d work better as a multipledwelling building.
The Council voted to pass this special permit
use, with George Hirschmann being the sole
dissenter. Hirschmann asked if the dwellings
would be available for students as well.
Alfridi wants to renovate the building into
four fully functioning living spaces. Parking

Ordinance update
Harrisonburg City has been under a
50-person maximum for social gathering
for the past few months in the face
of COVID-19. The Council regularly
addresses the ordinance and discusses
any possible changes. A vote to keep the
current Harrisonburg ordinance passed
unanimously among Council members.
A recommendation to consider changing
the ordinance to align with the one Gov.
Ralph Northam (D) just passed was brought
up. His ordinance limits gatherings to 25
people.
For the time being, the Council voted to allow
the ordinance to lapse and not take further
action.

The Breeze

SPCA faces more adoptions thanks
to COVID-19
The Rockingham-Harrisonburg branch
of the SPCA has faced a unique year after
dealing with the added hurdle of COVID-19.
The organization presented its end of the year
report to City Council, highlighting changes in
adoption rates and pet-owner geography.
The presentation said that necessary
cancelations of fundraising events created some
difficulties for the SPCA this year. Through the
impact of COVID-19, the organization has had
significant operational increases and adoption
rates rose 20%.
An appointment system was adopted by
the facility in order to maximize safety during
the pandemic. It noted that there’s been a
decrease in dog intakes this year and that the
foster system has expanded to meet demands
for adoption.
The local SPCA branch reported that 867
residents assisted with intake and outcomes of
these animals, there were 214 lost-and-found
reports filed and 135 pets reunited with owners.
In 2020, the SPCA had 2,307 and 2,007
positive outcomes, which is a much higher ratio
than previous years. The presenter said that the
organization sees this year as successful overall,
even through the many challenges it faced.

would be moved to the back of the building
in order to accommodate these renovations.
All renovations other than the parking would
be internal, and there’d be minimal change in
current flood plans, which was a concern when
moving the parking lot.
The new building would be aimed at renting
to families, rather than students, Alfridi said on
a phone call.
Another request was made from Trenton,
Inc. and Bernard, LC, two related entities. The
request was for the council to decide to close a
7,245 sq. ft. public alley located between 435,
445, 457 and 473 S. Main St. and 270, 276, 282
and 288 S. Liberty St. The entities feel that
because it’s a dead end alley, it can be better
used if they were given the opportunity to own
it.
The organizations see the alley as valuable
land and said that selling it could benefit the
city by generating $70,000 for land that currently
isn’t serving a purpose. They said that closing
the alley would streamline future development
opportunities and keep the city from having to
maintain the piece of public property.
One caller argued that public land shouldn’t
be given up.
Eric Campbell, Harrisonburg city manager,
said that he supports the staff recommendation
in this case.
The Council voted unanimously in favor of
the request to use the alley.

@BreezeNewsJMU
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This week’s big
three from city council

OPINION
EDITOR Jillian Carey
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Small businesses, big opportunities
Shopping small helps owners and keeps money out of Amazon's pockets

The Breeze

@TheBreezeOp

@breezejmu

CHARLOTTE MATHERLY | conscious contemplation
As
the
holiday
s e a s o n
n e a r s ,
Amazon is
beginning
to see its
yearly influx
of
extra
revenue
as people
order gifts
for
their
loved ones.
This year, with COVID-19 as a factor,
Amazon’s sales were up 60% from the
previous year on Black Friday and Cyber
Monday alone.
In the last nine months, Amazon
owner Jeff Bezos is estimated to have
accumulated $48 billion. This has brought
his net worth to over $200 billion, and
Bezos is now the richest man in history,
according to Forbes. But he isn’t the
only person in the top 1% to increase
his paycheck during the pandemic. The
owners of companies like Zoom and
Microsoft, as well as other billionaires like
Elon Musk, have continued raking in a
steady stream of wealth.
Meanwhile, more than 275,000
Americans have died from the
coronavirus, and 12.6 million people are
currently unemployed. One has to ask:
in what system do the rich get richer
while the general population suffers mass
unemployment and the worst public
health disaster in a century?

If this seems unfair to people, they
should consider shopping less from
megacorporations like Amazon and more
from small businesses and local stores.

Purchases mean more to small
businesses

Does one person’s order mean anything
to Amazon, which completes an average
of 26.5 million transactions every day?
Probably not.
People should think about the impact
their purchase can have on a small
business. While one shops for a gift
for their loved ones, they can also give
back to their community by helping
local businesses keep their heads above
water during this difficult year’s holiday
season.
Small business owners will appreciate
and put care into each individual
purchase more than Amazon ever could,
and product quality is most likely better
when it comes from a business owner
that spends valuable time and energy
filling each order.
There’s no denying that Amazon is a
one-stop shop for everything anyone
could ever want. However, it isn’t
difficult to find a small business to give
one’s money to instead.
There are 30.2 million small
businesses in the U.S., a whopping 99.9%
of all American businesses. There’s no
shortage to choose from, and they need
help now more than ever.

Shopping small is the ethical
choice

While shopping small may not be the
cheapest option, if one can afford it, they
should. Isn’t it worth a few extra dollars to
send one’s money to an ethical company
that needs it rather than a billionaire who
doesn’t?
Amazon was heavily criticized this
spring for its refusal to provide personal
protective equipment to its employees.
Some employees even protested the
unsafe working conditions when there
was a COVID-19 outbreak at one of the
warehouses, according to The Guardian.
Amazon responded by firing the leader
of the protest rather than shutting down
the facility for the safety of its workers and
community.
Next time one’s tempted to buy from
Amazon — and it’s tempting — one should
look on Amazon for an item they like, then
go straight to the original seller, essentially
cutting out Amazon as a middleman and
giving more money to small businesses
that could actually use it.

Shopping small is sustainable

If one cares about the climate crisis
and reducing their carbon footprint,
one should know that Amazon’s CO2
emissions in 2018 were larger than those
of any other delivery or tech company,
including FedEx, UPS, Apple and Google.
While Bezos has pledged $10 billion
to fight climate change, his business
continues to support oil and gas
companies, and it emitted 44 million

metric tons of carbon in 2018.
Amazon has laid out ambitious
plans to cut carbon emissions and
run fully on renewable energy in
the coming decades, but that hasn’t
stopped it from greenwashing
— conveying a false impression
that a product or company is
environmentally friendly when in
reality, it’s not.
Shopping small is a more ecofriendly option. By shopping locally,
one can omit mass transportation
altogether. Small businesses that
sell their products online will often
utilize the USPS, too, which has been
severely defunded in the past year
and needs the support of Americans.
Amazon has turned its back on
our suffering country
and dying planet. If one
can afford it, it’s time
to ditch Amazon this
holiday season and
support the real
foundation of the
U.S. economy
—
small
businesses.
Charlotte
Matherly is
a junior media
arts and design
major. Contact
Charlotte
at
mathercg@dukes.
jmu.edu.
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RACHEL GORDON | contributing writer

Snapchat
should

discover
new
marketing
methods
Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Snapchat was
released in 2011
and its clean,
simple
design
quickly sparked a
new form of digital
communication
t h r o u g h
sending
and
receiving photos.
Unfor tunately,
as its user base
increased, so did
the number of updates that added unwanted
features; each moving Snapchat further from its
original purpose and slowly transforming it into
the money-hungry social media platform it is
today.
One of the worst additions to Snapchat is
the Discover page. In order to start making
money, Snapchat designated a space on the app
for any publisher to start uploading content.
Unfortunately, to succeed on the Discover
page, many publishers have resorted to using
sensational titles and clickbait to catch the
attention of the app’s young user base. Flashy
articles seem to do well, which contributes to
a plethora of media surrounding sex, alcohol,
drugs, gossip and drama.

The Snapchat demographic is young, with 13to 17-year-olds making up 69% of its user base,
according to Smart Insights. It’s most likely that
little to none of these teenage users understand
that their data is being collected and sold to
advertisers and media companies in order to
advance their own personalized algorithms. It
seems obvious that it’s wrong to take advantage
of a highly impressionable teenage audience,
but Snapchat developers appear to be blinded
by the prospect of money. The abundance of
mindless “so satisfying” compilations, “life
hacks” and all the other useless content littered
across the Discover page make it evident that
Snapchat aims to trap the attention of young
users solely to feed them as many ads as possible.
With such a large platform, Snapchat should
recognize and take advantage of its influence to
make a positive impact on the young generation.
The developers should work toward cleansing
the Discover page of all the junk and promote
good journalism by showcasing credible media
outlets.
There are a few positive platforms in the mix
that have gained a large following, proving that
it’s possible for the app to become both ethical
and lucrative. One such platform, Born Different,
publishes informative articles about individuals
living with and embracing some disability or

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their
opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no
longer than 250 words. Guest columns must be no more than 650
words.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length,
grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear.
The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions
expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials, are not
necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
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condition that they've been diagnosed with. The
unfortunate thing is that articles like these appear
adjacent to ones glorifying cosmetic plastic
surgery.
Today's teens would greatly benefit from a
switch to factual and informative media. Gen
Z is the first to grow up with a constant online
presence and are at an age where they’ve not yet
developed strong skills to discern between facts
and fiction. The responsibility falls on media
ownership to protect young demographics.
Legislation enforcing restrictions placed on
older media like radio or television that made
them safe for children has yet to be carried
across to the new world of social media. Because
online media is praised for its boundlessness, it’s
easy to lose sight of how the lack of constraint is
affecting young users.
Snapchat should do what’s right and reinvent
its Discover page. At the least, the app could
introduce filters that allow certain content to be
restricted. It’s important that we care for the kids
growing up on social media today and strive to
protect them from potentially harmful exposure
to inappropriate material.
Rachel Gordon is a freshman media arts and
design major. Contact Rachel at gordo3re@
dukes.jmu.edu
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via
e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author
is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if
applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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Goodbye and
good luck
The Breeze says farewell to an energetic photo editor
TRISTAN LOREI | The Breeze

SUMMER CONLEY | contributing writer
Moundsville, West Virginia,
is an unassuming town
located on the Ohio River.
It’s the epitome of a “classic”
American town that was
once home to a multitude of
factories that have since left,
leaving behind a struggling
local economy. The town is
characterized by a 2,200-yearold burial mound left behind
by the Adena, a local huntergatherer nation that lived in

Summer Conley is a junior public policy and
administration major. Contact Summer at conleysr@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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Appalachia.
A documentary by the same name was recently directed
and produced by James Miller and David Bernabo, a
former Wall Street Journal correspondent and a Pittsburgh
filmmaker, respectively. It’s a narrative about the people
who have been forgotten and the home they all share.
“Moundsville” by no means is a thriller. It focuses on the
people, their stories and what the rest of the country needs
to know about blue-collar America.
Corporations profited off of Moundsville’s strategic
location in the 20th century. The town was home to worldrenowned factories that produced toys (Marx Toys), glass
(Fostoria Glass) and even airplanes (Fokker). People
of Moundsville still recall the bustling and booming
economy driven by industrialization and the free market.
Bill Wnek, a retired teacher from Moundsville, said,
“They come here because of a natural resource, which
is coal. Coal begets natural gas. So that’s why industry
originally comes here … Once you lose the industry, you
lose the community.”
This documentary and the people within it are proof
that capitalism isn’t sustainable. This economic system
has eroded away the very backbone of America. These
people are relics of a time when industrialization in this
manner was viable like the system that created it.
“Moundsville” tackles a menagerie of issues including
the introduction of “box stores” like Walmart into the
local economy and the impact of tourism on the area.
The bustling downtown area, known as Jefferson Street,

simply can’t beat the prices of the national chains. This is
a commonality of many small towns across America, and
it divides the population.
The loss of dynamic, locally owned downtowns is just
the next step in the vast expansion of corporate America.
Some are happy to have access to cheaper and plentiful
goods while others mourn the loss of the “small town.” The
documentary confronts these truths as well, maintaining
a well-rounded and dynamic narrative led by the people
who live it.
The film’s website said it best: “By reckoning with
deeper truths about the heartland and its economy,
without nationalist nostalgia or liberal condescension,
Moundsville plants seeds for better conversations about
America’s future.” There’s a certain nuance to the flow and
direction of “Moundsville” that highlights the story of a
community. Moundsville is every small town struggling to
maintain relevance and integrity.
The narrative surrounding working-class America is
usually disillusioned by politics and debate, and this
documentary sets the record straight. The insightfulness
of the stories from one town resonate with the plight of
thousands. It’s incredibly special to see.
Moundsville is a fractal of the much larger problem
facing U.S. towns and cities. Industries that outsourced
labor and resources to maximize profit sacrificed the
idyllic American dream. The toxic underbelly of capitalism
has been documented and recorded. Corporate parasites
across the country have moved into towns, claimed their
resources and left them without a sustainable structure
to survive. This bypasses partisan lines. It affects real
families. This isn’t a theory.
“Moundsville” is a breath of fresh air for blue-collar
representation. There’s no dramatization or hyperbole when
it comes to peoples’ lives. Miller and Bernabo strike a special
chord in the heart of this Appalachian woman with their
intricate, personable storytelling that personifies working
America.
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From a freshman who appreciated having
a smooth transition into college and online
learning. :)

“Moundsville” is the perfect example of the destruction big business causes rural towns
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A “thank-you” pat to great professors
for getting us through such a challenging,
dynamic semester.

The problem with corporate America

The Breeze

Want to praise someone or get
something off your chest? Darts & Pats
is the place to do it. Submit your own
at breezejmu.org.

Big businesses take what they want and leave a myriad of problems behind. Courtesy of Tribune News Service

@TheBreezeOp

Contact The Breeze editor at breezeeditor@gmail.com.

@breezejmu

The Breeze has been a part of
my time at JMU since the very
beginning.
I transferred in August of
2018 from a community college
and in September I became a
photographer at the paper. I was
eventually promoted to photo
editor and that’s where I stayed
until now.
To say it’s been the best part of
my two and a half years here is a
complete understatement. There
are so many things that I am grateful for and that I learned thanks
to The Breeze.
The Breeze has taught me confidence, most of all.
I came to JMU at 20 years old, not really knowing if I had any
talent with photography or if it was viable for my career. I was
given a safe place to grow, mess up and learn at The Breeze while
being mentored by incredibly talented people. I had professors
all around me in SMAD and at The Breeze who were OK with
being inundated by my questions and requests for help. Many
people don’t get that at the beginning of their careers and I’m so
grateful for it. Through all this, I was able to gain the confidence in
myself and my career choice, for which I had searched for years.
When you graduate high school and step out into a whole
different world than what you know, it can be incredibly daunting
to try to understand what you want to do. I’m so grateful that I
figured out my path fairly quickly.
Nothing I’ve accomplished could’ve been done without the
people around me. My family, my advisors, my professors and
my friends all provided mentorship, guidance and support in
all their own ways. They’re truly responsible for the success I’ve
found. If it weren’t for that support, I’d honestly still be in my
hometown questioning myself.
I wish I could thank every person that I’ve met at The Breeze
and in SMAD that’s helped me. I actually started to, but I hit the
word count after thanking only four — out of at least 20 — people,
so I’ll find another way to thank you all.
I’d like to leave with saying that time is precious and we often
don’t realize it until it’s too late. I cherish my time at The Breeze
more than I can express in a 500-word message and sometimes I
wish that I could relive it or go back to certain points, or even stay
here. But ultimately, my time at The Breeze was precious because
it was temporary. It’s valuable because it didn’t last.
I would encourage you to acknowledge when you’re living in
moments you’ll look back on fondly, so you can appreciate them
more. And please, please, please take photos. Of you, of your loved
ones, of everything. When you’re older and looking back on those
precious moments, you’ll be grateful for those memories.
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A Sunspot
in Staunton

Sunspots Studios employs artists to produce the shop’s handmade treasures. Photos by Matt Young / The Breeze
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Through canceled events, floods and COVID-19,
a glass-blowing studio stays open and busy
By MICHAEL RUSSO
The Breeze

“It’s kind of like walking into a rainbow.”
These are the words Caroline Sheridan used
to describe the experience at Sunspots Studios,
which she co-owns with her husband Doug.
Located in Staunton, a brief 25-minute drive
from JMU, Sunspots isn’t a typical art gallery. Its
home in the Klotz Building offers a showroom
filled with countless pieces of blown glass art
to purchase, a large studio where the public
can watch glassblowers work, as well as the
opportunity for customers to blow their own
ornaments or glass pumpkins, which the artist
then helps them craft.
Sunspots has a long history. The
Sheridans began the business in April
2000 and the glassblowing studio
was incorporated in 2001. Now,
Sunspots has five glassblowers on
staff who work in the studio for live
demonstrations; the studio’s open
Tuesday through Sunday from 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m., with public glassblowing until 4 p.m.
“They’re working for Sunspots, blowing glass
for Sunspots and making the things that we sell
at Sunspots, and then they also do their own
work,” Sheridan said. “We have some of that
in our gallery as well. And then, you know, we
sell other items too. We carry some American
artisan-made jewelry, we make some glass
jewelry.”
Jewelry created at Sunspots is often made
with dichroic glass, which enhances the glass’
natural features to make it sparkly and colorful
— a great option for holiday gifts, anniversaries

or birthdays.
“Here we’re a little unique because we melt
our own colored glasses, so we mix the raw
ingredients together to create our own colors and
that kind of changes what we can make based on
the colors that we melt that are specific to us,”
Seth Hendrick said, who has been a glassblower
at Sunspots since 2007. “Vases, bowls, platters,
ornaments … we do candle votives, oil candles
— a wide variety of items.”
Sunspots’ website hosts a large sampling
of the gallery’s pieces for sale. Purchases can
be shipped or picked up curbside, and gift
certificates are also available. This safe, minimalcontact method of selling products was a
helpful way for Sunspots to stay afloat
when it closed in March for three months
due to COVID-19.
“We’ve been doing a lot of shipping
still,” Sheridan said. “Even being open,
business is down. It’s not going to be
like what it was. It’s not that it’s bad,
but it’s just not going to be like normal.
It definitely helps to have that addition of the
online [option].”
The studio’s challenges multiplied after two
devastating floods hit Staunton in August. The
loss of Queen City Mischief and Magic (QCMM)
was also detrimental for business.
QCMM is an annual festival held every fourth
weekend of September with many Staunton
businesses transforming into magical, Harry
Potter-themed enterprises, including Sunspots.
The event normally brings in thousands of
people from across the country to enjoy the
enchanting activities, but of course 2020

The glass blowers create their own colored glass by mixing raw ingredients.

— coined as “The Year That Shall Not Be Named”
— required a change of plans.
With the help and initiative of Head Girls
Linda Hirw, Sam Bosserman and Laura Sutton,
QCMM lead organizer Sarah Lynch was able to
shift gears and hold a virtual festival. Though
festival goers were online and unable to enjoy
Sunspots’ glass wands, owls, sorting hats,
snakes and dragons in person this year,
as Lynch said, QCMM still saw success.
“We had a really positive response,”
Lynch said. “I think it was just the magic
people [needed] … We’re just trying to
figure out how to handle next year, you
know, if it’s going to be like a hybrid … but I
cannot wait until we can just get back to normal.”
Many tourists and Harry Potter fans visit
Staunton each year for QCMM and return in
November to support Small Business Saturday,
giving shops and restaurants a boost in traffic.
Of course, traveling and holding events for
thousands of people isn’t feasible during the
pandemic.
“I know it is a windfall for this town, all the
merchants in this town,” Lynch said. “You know,
they have a thirteenth month of business over
that weekend. And this was the year when we
really needed that, but we just couldn’t do it
without possibly being a super-spreader event.”
Ideally, Lynch said she hopes the QCMM
festival will be an in-person event next fall and
that it can be a safe, magical and enjoyable
experience for everyone.
Despite the difficulties that Sunspots Studios
and Staunton have faced this year, business is
running as usual. Sunspots opened in June after

gradually bringing glassblowers back to generate
art during the shutdown and now is able to
conduct normal operations while maintaining
everyone’s safety.
“I don’t think a lot’s changed,” Hendrick said.
“I think interest is still there and we definitely
have people coming through the gallery on
a daily basis now.”
Customers are still able to blow
their own ornaments and watch
glassblowers as they work in the
studio. A hose connects to the end
of the artists’ tools, so the customer
can fill the work with their breath from
a distance and behind face shields. Masks are
required and hand sanitizer and plexiglass are
stationed throughout the gallery.
“Doug and Caroline are just the kind of
people who want the best for this town,” Lynch
said. “They’re just fun people to work with.
They’re inventive and creative and eager to do
the right thing.”
Whether one visits the studio in downtown
Staunton or browses online, Sunspots is a
fantastic place to look for ornaments and other
stunning art pieces as gifts for friends and family
during the holiday season.
“It’s nice to be open again,” Sheridan said.
“People are still enjoying coming and looking and
having a safe shopping experience at Sunspots.”
CONTACT Michael Russo at russomw@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.
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A walk across
the living room

December grads to become the second JMU class to graduate virutally

For many, senior year has had its struggles,
but Sola has managed to pull through on the
other side.
“If you asked me my freshman year if that was
my best year, I would’ve said yes because there
was football and I threw myself into everything,”
Sola said.
Sola said senior year has been the best for
her professionally, and personally it’s been
full of growth. Sola said she will miss hearing
the five o’clock fight song playing from the bell
tower of Wilson Hall, the picture-perfect sunsets
of East Campus, JMU football and the roar of the
stadium and streamers.
“Whatever you’re feeling on any particular
day on campus, you always have someone
who will be willing to sit down and have
a conversation with you,” Sola said. “I
don’t think anywhere that I’ve seen, I’ve
experienced the level of kindness on campus.
I don’t think you’ll find it anywhere else.”
CONTACT Lorena Best at best2le@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts and
lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.
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Home on
the ranch

The Breeze

in a while. Despite the challenges, they’ve lived
by the core value of taking care of themselves so
they can take care of others.
“One of the things that’s nice about your
last semester of social work is that you get to
be in your internship and get to learn all these
skills and form community connections, but
you really miss people who you’ve had classes
with over the past three years,” Sola said. “The
classes you take your last semester is kind of a
time where everyone gets to be together … and
see everybody again.”
Despite the common idea of a college student
rolling out of bed and taking online classes, Sola
has managed to balance her asynchronous
courses.
“It’s been a really great experience to craft
your own schedule,” Sola said. “Nobody tells
you whether you need to do an assignment at
8 a.m. or 8 p.m.”
Despite finishing up her social work
curriculum online, Sola had networking
opportunities that she wouldn’t have gotten
otherwise.
“There’s a lot of virtual conferences and
conventions I don’t think I would have gotten to
participate in had I been fully in person,” Sola said.

@Breeze_Culture

It was the first week in March. The entire
world was shutting down and Cara Geiger’s
senior year was coming to a close.
“When we all got sent home and our house
was packing up and we were all leaving, I felt
like we had to grow up really quickly,” Geiger
said. “This is something our parents didn’t have
to deal with yet.”
For many, college is supposed to be a
transformative experience, and Geiger said this
year has been full of growth with the pandemic
speeding up adulthood.
“Going home and realizing this is now
our future, I think that was when most of the
transformation took place,” Geiger said.
Geiger’s a senior nursing student graduating
in December who, like other winter graduates,
won’t have an in-person commencement. JMU
is instead requiring all graduating seniors to
submit a video.
“I just submitted a video for convocation and
it was sad that is what I had to submit to get my
name called, to walk across my living room,”
Geiger said.
Much like Geiger, other students explained

their negative feelings toward their senior year.
Emily Sola, senior social work major, described
her last year as “unpredictable and full of missed
senior traditions.”
“I assumed I would get to have formal with
my friends in my sorority, celebrate friends’
birthdays in a certain way and be involved in
events on campus,” Sola said. “It gave me a
reality check in expectations.”
Sola’s said she’s found ways to stay connected
to people by going to parks and restaurants,
and implementing self-care strategies for her
sorority.
“[For] my role as risk manager for my sorority,
I’ve sent out a self-care challenge every week to
try and let sisters know it’s OK to slow down,
take a break, be intentional and that the world
doesn’t have to work a million miles a minute,”
Sola said.
While Sola misses seeing people in person,
she’s realized that isn’t her only option. She’s
redefined what staying connected means and
how she engages with others.
Before COVID-19, Sola said her social work
friends would often sit in the health and
behavioral studies building, have lunch, study
on whiteboards and hug friends they hadn’t seen

@breeze_culture

By LORENA BEST
contributing writer

Alumni reminisce about local farm memories

recollections of the attraction.
Michelle Mason-Smith (’91), who grew up in
Harrisonburg and attended JMU said the novelty
of the animals was what attracted attention.
“I grew up in a neighborhood where we had
cows behind us, but that land was normal sized,”
Mason-Smith said. “Then, you see this field with
these huge buffalo, and that was so unusual
for anything back in that area, because you’ve
got tons of cattle, poultry and even horses, but
nothing to that scale.”
Mason-Smith, who now lives in Arizona, said
that the phenomenon is much more common
out West.
“I feel like out in Arizona and Colorado
where there are bigger ranches and more land,
buffalo ranches and even ranches of that size
are more common, but it was so unusual seeing
something like that on the East Coast,” MasonSmith said.
In 1979, Neff said he sold most of the land on
his ranch, but he still owns part of it today.
“I remembered the ranch when I was little,

and I remember the herd dwindled out after a
while,” Mason-Smith said.
Since leaving the ranch behind, Neff has
worked in real estate. He’s the founder of Neff
Enterprises, a commercial real estate company
that specializes in rural land in Harrisonburg
and the surrounding areas.
“I certainly love the positive reaction,” Neff
said. “My favorite part was just seeing that
people enjoyed it.”
Although memories of the farm may be
fading, many alumni agreed that Neff’s ranch
was a Harrisonburg landmark.
“You saw the ranch and you realized you were
home,” Mason-Smith said. “I used to travel up
north to see my family in Pennsylvania, and
we’d always know we were almost done with the
drive when we saw the ranch come into view.”
CONTACT Maeve Summers at summermm@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.
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A o n c e -s p raw l i ng bu f f a l o f a r m i n
Harrisonburg is unknown to current Dukes.
During their time as Dukes, many JMU
students become familiar with the locations
Harrisonburg has to offer. However, there’s one
place in particular that many students may be
completely unaware of.
A mere 10-minute drive from campus will lead
students to what looks like an ordinary stretch
of farmland along Interstate 81. Fifty years ago,
that same piece of land was an expansive farm
that was home to the largest herd of buffalo east
of the Mississippi River.
The owner of this herd was Bill Neff, an area
local who often traveled west for hunting and
fishing trips. On one such trip in the early 1970s,
Neff was introduced to buffalo.
“I was at a turkey shoot out West and I won
my first buffalo, and I decided to keep it,” Neff
said. “A couple months later, I saw an ad in the
newspaper that had buffalo for sale in Rapid

City, South Dakota, so I went up there, and I just
started collecting more and more, usually from
Custer State Park.”
Neff brought the buffalo back to Harrisonburg,
where they lived on his existing property. He
said passersby would often stop their vehicles
on the interstate just to see the ranch, causing
state troopers to patrol the interstate multiple
times a week.
“The police would have to put up ‘No Parking’
signs because people would just stop on the
shoulder,” Neff said. “At one point, I probably
had close to 200 buffalo.”
The ranch also attracted attention from local
residents, as well as highway passersby.
“[The ranch] was just one of those familiar but
unique places you drive by on the highway back
to JMU and think, ‘OK, we’re almost home,’”
Mary Jones, a JMU alumna (’91) said.
In October, Jones posted in a Facebook
group a link to an interview with Neff from the
1980s. The comments on Jones’ post quickly
became filled with fellow alumni sharing their

breezejmu.org

Bill Neff’s ranch outside Harrisonburg used to be home to almost 200 buffalos. Christine Brady / The Breeze

By MAEVE SUMMERS
contributing writer
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Limited fans leave unprecedented
impact on basketball program

Cardboard cutouts take the place of many fans in the arena. Photos by Tristan Lorei / The Breeze

By SAVANNAH REGER
The Breeze

JMU women’s basketball watched
streamers fly over the Convocation Center.
It was the end of the center’s 40-year
journey, and the future of JMU basketball
was invested in the Atlantic Union Bank
Center.
When thinking about “The Bank’s” opener
in March, no one wondered if there'd be
fans in attendance to open the $86.7 million
arena, but it was rather a question of how
many. That was before COVID-19 took over
the world and when people thought the
2019-20 basketball season would end like
usual.
Of course, it’s a different world for college
basketball now, with socially distanced
practices, frequent testing and the
normalization of masks. JMU basketball
has adapted to these standards, but a
standard that's hard to adjust to is the
limited number of spectators allowed at
the games.
“The game atmosphere is bizarre,”
women’s basketball head coach Sean
O’Regan said. “You’re literally coaching
in a mask, [and] your bench isn’t even
together.”
Fans aren’t the only thing different about
games during the 2020-21 season. While

the football team is supported by the
Marching Royal Dukes, basketball has the
JMU Pep Band.
“I bring a lot of energy, but I also take a lot
of energy in,”
sophomore
guard Kiki
Jefferson
said. “I fed
off of their
energy
…
T h e y ’r e
cheering, so
let me turn
up more.”
The Pep
Band
does
more
than
play music.
They make
p o s t e r s Sean O'Regan
s u p p o r t i n g Women's basketball head
the Dukes,
cheer when they score and intimidate
the visiting team. The absence of the
band is noted not only by the few fans in
attendance but by the players as well.
“How this place has been built is the
band,” O’Regan said. “I’ve loved the band
for as long as I’ve been playing here ... I
think that they are a part of our signature.”
Unlike O’Regan, men’s basketball

Atlantic Union Bank Center opened in November, 2020.

head coach Mark Byington is new to the
JMU community after spending seven
seasons as the head coach of Georgia
Southern. Even though he hasn’t lived in
Harrisonburg for long,
Byington
understands
how
different
the
atmosphere is under these
conditions.
“You’re seeing some
teams across college
basketball
that
have
tremendous home court
advantages that just aren’t
getting those advantages
right now,” Byington said.
“We’re trying to create our
own energy ... and I think
it’s gonna be this way the
whole year.”
Even with the gap felt
by players and coaches
coach
because of the silence,
JMU basketball feels that fans haven’t
affected the outcome of the past few games.
Jefferson said even though it's quiet, the
Dukes still have the talent to go far and the
playmakers that'll prevail forward, both
offensively and defensively.
“I do think that we rely on our fans,”
Jefferson said. “It’s a point where we have
to step up a lot more … we look more to

”

“The game
atomosphere is bizarre.
You're literally coaching
in a mask, [and]
your bench isn't even
together."

each other than the entire gym.”
JMU still has a few spectators at the
game, but the maximum number of people
allowed is 250 under the state’s regulation.
That number doesn’t embody the Pep Band
or the hundreds of season ticket holders
that'd be cheering on the Dukes.
“It feels like nobody’s there,” O’Regan
said. “There’s a good amount of people
there, but it feels like there’s nobody there
’cause you’re just so used to having [The
Convo].”
While some say athletes are “locked in”
and don’t know what’s going on around
them during games, JMU basketball
notices the lack of spirit and support that’s
usually present. They notice how different
games are without music from the Pep
Band and the crowd yelling “three” as a
3-point shot slides through the net.
The Dukes believe the outcome would be
the same if Atlantic Union Bank Center was
filled, but players and coaches take note of the
impact because of the quietness. The effect of
fans at basketball games are limitless. When the
day comes where they can all watch the Dukes
in-person again, it'll be a day to remember.
CONTACT Savannah Reger
breezesports@gmail.com. For more
sports coverage, follow the sports
desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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Redshirt sophomore Kylie Moulin came to JMU after transferring from Alabama. Courtesy of JMU Athletics

By COURTNEY RYDER
The Breeze
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CONTACT Courtney Ryder at ryderce@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage, follow the sports
desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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information she needed put JMU above the
other schools she was considering.
“Even if [Jaudon] didn’t have an answer,
she’d always try to find the answer for me,”
Hope said. “It really showed [Jaudon’s]
caringness towards me and who she was as
a person.”
Despite the fact that Hope won’t arrive
at JMU until next fall, she’s already made a
positive impression on the team. Kylie said
she thinks the addition of her sister will have
immediate benefits.
“I think she’s someone that can really push
the team to get to that next level,” Kylie said.
“Even though she will be a freshman, I think
she’s someone that my other teammates can
look at and be like, ‘Oh, she’s working hard. I
want to work that hard too.’”
Jaudon said she knows Hope will be a great
contribution to the team from watching her
play and mature over the last five years. She
also said that working with Kylie and seeing
her work ethic immediately attracted her to
recruiting Hope.
“One thing I know about the Moulin girls is
they have extremely high character and they’re
very hard workers,” Jaudon said. “Kylie does
nothing but bring our team up, and I know that
Hope will do the same.”

BreezeVideo

On National Signing Day last month, JMU’s
women’s tennis program signed four-star
recruit Hope Moulin. Hope — who’s ranked
No. 1 in her division in Florida — is the sister
of Kylie Moulin, a redshirt sophomore on the
team.
“[JMU] has a great tennis team,” Hope said.
“I love all the girls on the team, and it’s just
a bonus that my sister’s on the team as well.”
Hope said she knew she wanted to leave
Florida and go to school somewhere farther
north where she could experience different
seasons. The fact that her sister attends JMU
helped Hope learn more about the school
than just the tennis program.
“I could get more of an honest opinion from
her,” Hope said. “It was definitely a benefit.”
Kylie transferred to JMU in 2019 after two
years at the University of Alabama, where
she redshirted after a season-ending injury.
It was at Alabama where she met head coach
Shelley Jaudon, who was an assistant coach
her freshman year before becoming JMU’s
head coach.
“I loved having her as my coach so much,”
Kylie said. “We had a great relationship my
freshman year, and then coming here it just
made it even better.”
Jaudon met Hope while working with
Kylie at Alabama. Jaudon said she knew she
wanted to recruit Hope, but that the process

wasn’t an easy task to complete.
“Being the older sibling, I’ve been able to
“We didn’t have any scholarships for her see her grow up and become a better tennis
class,” Jaudon said. “With [COVID-19] and player,” Kylie said. “I think it’s gonna be fun
how it worked out with the girls getting an to see all of her hard work culminate into
extra year, some taking it and some not, it something that both of us have dreamed
ended up opening up a scholarship for next about since we were little kids.”
fall.”
Jaudon said all of the girls on the team
This is the first time Jaudon has a set have a close bond with each other and
of sisters on her
have a family-like
roster.
However,
connection.
With
she recognizes that
the Moulin sisters
although
they’re
on the same team,
sisters, they’re not
Jaudon said she
twins, and each will
wanted Hope to
bring
something
be confident that
different to the team
she’ll have her
dynamic.
own
experience
“In terms of being
on the team that’s
teammates and how
independent from
I see them as their
her sister’s.
coach, they’re two
“ K y l i e ’ s
very different people,”
relationships won’t
Jaudon said. “They
be [Hope’s],” Jaudon
have two very different
said. “They’re their
personalities.”
own people, and
When Hope comes
they’ll get their own
to JMU, she’ll have Hope Moulin (right) was a four-star recruit out
experiences.”
her sister by her side to of high school. Courtesy of USTA Florida
Hope said JMU
help her transition to
stood out in the
college life both as a student and an athlete. recruiting process despite COVID-19 making
Although they’re a few years apart, Kylie said it more challenging. She said Jaudon’s
she’s excited to share this experience with willingness to go above and beyond to
her sister.
answer Hope’s questions and give her all the

@TheBreezeSports

Hope and Kylie Moulin
usher in high expectations
for women’s tennis

@thebreezesports

Bring The
hype
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SPORTS

PIZZA, PASTA & SUBS
1059 South High Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Defend
the
crown
Redshirt senior Jona Roka was No. 1 singles in the Dukes’ 2019 CAA title-winning season.
Tristan Lorei / The Breeze

@TheBreezeSports

@thebreezesports

Women’s tennis looks to defend conference title
By JENNIFER GAROFOLO
contributing writer

From the high of the 2018-19 CAA
championship to the low of the 2019-20 season
cut short because of COVID-19, JMU women’s
tennis handles the pressure by training hard
and are optimistic about the spring season.
“It’s unique that we had half of last year to
learn to play with that pressure because that
was something new for our team,” women’s
tennis head coach Shelley Jaudon said. “We
had never won, we were always the ones
trying to chase and chase and now all of a
sudden you become the one with a target on
your back.”
The demand to do well and defend the
championship title is on most of the players’
minds as they train for the spring season.
Redshirt senior Jona Roka retained an extra
year with the NCAA spring-sport eligibility
relief, meaning the Dukes have a seasoned

2 Baked
Dishes
with
Salad &
Garlic
Bread
$16.95

The Breeze

+tax

Thursday, December 10, 2020

breezejmu.org

BreezeVideo

Monday - Wednesday
Large 1 Topping Pizza
$9.95 +tax
1 Large
Cheese
Pizza,
1 order of
Bread Sticks,
& a 2 Liter
Soda
$16.95 +tax

1 Large
1 Topping
Pizza,
1 order of
Buffalo
Wings, & a 2
Liter Soda
$20.95 +tax

Combo: Sub, Fries, &
Soft Drink $8.99 +tax

veteran for the upcoming season.
“It was sad that the comradery was just
going to be over, that we were going home and
that my season was done as a senior,” Roka
said. “I’m very thankful that I got another
opportunity, and hopefully moving into spring
season [COVID-19] won’t stop our season and
we can bring home another championship.”
The team learned to adapt and take any
opportunities that arise. Redshirt sophomore
Daniela Voloh competed in the Intercollegiate
Tennis Association (ITA) fall circuit event in
Charlottesville, Virginia, at the beginning of
October. This allowed for Voloh to ease back
into the competitive aspect of collegiate
tennis.
Read the complete story on breezejmu.org
CONTACT Jennifer Garofolo at garofojx@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage, follow the
sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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By David Distenfeld

66 Perfect places
67 Talk back to

4
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www.breezejmu.org/
site/crossword_
answers/
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35 Habit
36 Breakfast fare
38 Moussaka meat
39 Start
40 Like some
dorms
42 Law
45 Visiting Vietnam,
say
46 Scant
47 Breakfast fare
48 Colossal

12/10/20

49 Sitcom set in
a H.S. science
class
50 Duck
51 Desired medals
55 Etna output
56 Hindu titles
57 Scrapes (out)
59 “Ideas worth
spreading”
conference
61 Folds of music

Auto Body & Collision Repairs
and Refinishing.
We work with all insurances and offer
competitive estimates for out of pocket.
Call us at 570-209-8757,or message us
on fb.me/TeamAutoBody.

FOR SALE
Teacup Puppy
YORKSHIRE TERRIER puppy.
ACA reg, Avail now for re-homing.
Email: carolmaxr@yahoo.com

BreezeVideo

3

find the
answers
online

The Breeze

2

stumpe

City of Harrisonburg School Bus
Aide Job
Do you enjoy working with children
of all ages and want a part-time job
that is gratifying and allows you to
be a positive influence in the local
community? If so, apply for the
City of Harrisonburg Department
of Public Transportation’s School
Bus Aide position at
https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

@TheBreezeJMU

DOWN
1 “The Simpsons”
creator Groening
2 “Did you __?!”
3 iPhone assistant
4 Source of
website revenue
5 Low voice
6 Take steps
7 Disco trio with a
Grammy Legend
Award
8 Cedes the floor
9 Guitar band
10 Prez on a penny
11 Eclectic art
technique
12 In the least
13 “I wanna!”
18 SpaceX CEO
Musk
22 Links machine
25 Have in mind
26 Links event
27 Without a clue
28 Bangkok locale
29 React to a
missed exit
33 Clever one
34 “Holy moly!”

Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved

One Bedroom Available for
Rent Immediately
Seeking 1-2 renters. 3 bedroom
apartment has one very large bedroom
currently available. Newly remodeled
shared living space with a private entrance
in a family home in a quiet neighborhood
adjacent to the JMU Arboretum.
No smoking. No pets. Utilities included.
$500 for one renter/ $600 for two.
540-405-1513.

Arboretum Federal Work Study
Landscape Jobs
Federal Work Study Jobs: Landscape
maintenance at the EJC Arboretum. 10
hrs./week at $9.75/hr. through 20202021 school year. MUST have FWS
award in financial aid package and
landscape maintenance experience.
Email mahonjs@jmu.edu to apply.

@breezejmu

Level 1

Madison Marketplace is open for business, and all text-only
listings are FREE! Post job listings, announcements, rentals
and more using our online placement tool.
Ads run two weeks online and in two print editions.

d?

ACROSS
1 Arizona locale
for MLB spring
training fans
5 __ breath:
bouquet filler
10 Human rights
lawyer Clooney
14 Enthusiastic
15 Crush the final
16 Nosh
17 *Bovine that
doesn’t waste
words?
19 Class struggle?
20 Court events
21 Glitz
23 Central Park tree
24 *Dog that had a
few too many?
27 Approach evening
30 __ Canadiens:
Montréal team
31 Stenographer’s
stat
32 Big Ten sch.
33 “I __ had!”
34 *Sheep that can’t
see over the
pasture wall?
37 Choice cut
40 Fair treat
41 *Insect that
caught some
rays?
42 Scatter, as seed
43 Having one sharp
44 Morning hrs.
45 Downed
46 Tests for future
OBs
48 *Weasel-family
critter wearing
clothes?
52 2019 event for
Pinterest, briefly
53 Legal wrong
54 Ultimatum words
58 Border
60 Leave one’s car
unlawfully ... or
where you might
expect to find
the creatures in
the answers to
starred clues?
62 Mudville number
63 Exclusive, as a
community
64 Pop singer Sands
65 “Meet the Press”
moderator

breezejmu.org

Solution to Wednesday’s puzzle

12/10/20
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Post your ad at
BreezeJMU.org/classifieds
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Self-discipline proves
essential during pandemic
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Freshmen are the
key to success early on
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FINALLY
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4 ‘The Bank’ opens its doors
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10 The grass is greener for Madison
Freshmen lead women’s basketball
early in season
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The Atlantic Union Bank Center cost $86.7 million to build. Christine Brady / The Breeze

After 38 years at the Convoation Center, JMU basketball enters its new home — The Atlantic Union Bank Center. Tristan Lorei / The Breeze

Basketball opens Atlantic Union Bank Center, beginning a new era
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By NOAH ZIEGLER
The Breeze

In the months separating the start of the
coronavirus pandemic and JMU beginning its
2020-21 basketball season, many wondered if
they’d get the chance to see the Dukes open
the new Atlantic Union Bank Center (AUBC)
or if they’d even play.
On Nov. 25, albeit in a limited capacity, the
monumental facility that’ll hold 8,500 people
once government guidelines allow began its
career as the home of JMU basketball. As of
Tuesday, the Dukes are 4-2 in its new arena
following a win for men’s basketball over
Limestone and the women’s taking care of
Mount St. Mary’s.

JMU shows its ambition with the
unveiling of the AUBC

First announced in April 2015, the AUBC
served as a signal that JMU wanted to elevate
its basketball program. With a women’s team
that ranks No. 4 in all-time wins in Division I
and a men’s team seeking a new image, the
multimillion-dollar facility will give each
team the tools to rise to an elite echelon.
The overall project that includes the
neighboring East Campus Parking Deck cost
$139.5 million, but the money speaks on
behalf of JMU Athletics. It wants to continue
its rapid growth and believes this is the next
step in achieving that goal.
“This facility, to me, really embodies
where we are as a university and an athletic
program,” Director of Athletics Jeff Bourne
said. “When you look at our campus and you
look at the facilities we have … It’s part of

the symbolism JMU has of being the best in
everything they do — whether it’s in academic
profile or whether it’s athletics.”
JMU has seen its athletic profile and
reputation increase in recent years.
With lacrosse winning the 2018 National
Championship, football winning the 2016
FCS title and reaching Frisco in three of
the last four years, and men’s soccer being
a game away from the 2018 College Cup,
it’s clear where the Dukes stand in terms of
competition.
For a school that’s considered small in the
college sports world dominated by Power
Five schools, JMU continues to prove it’s
doing something right. The AUBC is the
latest installment in the schools’ upgrade of
facilities, but as each sport continues to grow,
so do the calls to make the jump into a better
conference.
The Dukes won’t jump into a Power Five
conference, but for now, it can compete
with those teams and strengthen its resume.
On Dec. 3, women’s basketball went to UVA
and took down the Cavaliers, and for the
men’s, Maryland was supposed to come to
Harrisonburg until the game was called off
because of a positive COVID-19 test within
the JMU program.
It’s not normal for big-name schools like
UMD to travel to a mid-major, but the Dukes
have proven they aren’t a normal school in
the CAA. Its new arena entices large programs
— and recruits — to make the trip to the
Friendly City.
“I think it puts us in a position, facility wise,
to compete with anybody in the country,”
women’s basketball head coach Sean O’Regan

said. “I’ll argue with anybody on that.”

A facility that competes with
the best

As a whole, the CAA has seen schools
invest in basketball arenas. Towson opened
the SECU Arena in 2013, Elon unveiled the
Schar Center in 2018, and William & Mary has
started its renovation of Kaplan Arena with a
tentative conclusion in Fall 2022.
The AUBC stretches beyond high-profile
teams visiting JMU. The benefits of recruiting
will bring in recruits that may not have
considered the Dukes before.
Before, for example, if the women’s team
were practicing at the Convocation Center
and the men’s team needed to use the court
as well, the men’s would have to go to the
University Recreation Center. Now, the new
arena boasts the main court and an auxiliary
gym, adding much needed freedom for
coaches to be able to work with players.
“I just think this is so cool to have the
flexibility,” O’Regan said. “Let’s say Coach
Byington’s practicing at 1 o’clock, and we for
some reason need to. Well, we got another
gym. We haven’t had that in the 13 years that
I’ve been here with the Convo. Having that all
in the same facility … that is priceless to me.”
With Virginia’s coronavirus restrictions,
250 fans are allowed inside for games. Those
tickets go to families and close friends of
the team, and in a facility that sits 34 times
that amount, the lack of noise has been an
adjustment for coaches and players. However,
features such as the center-hung scoreboard
and the 270-degree ribbon board supplement
a pseudo-home environment, which will have

to make do until more fans are allowed into
games.

Overcoming COVID-19 obstacles

In less than a month into both the men’s
and women’s basketball’s seasons, the Dukes
have experienced the troubles that COVID-19
will impose as college basketball powers
through its much anticipated season.
On Nov. 29’s men’s game against Radford,
the original tipoff time for 7 p.m. was pushed
to 8:30 p.m. because of an official being
unable to referee due to contact tracing. In
the following week, JMU scheduled Maryland
for Saturday and saw that called off as well as
its games against Old Dominion and Coppin
State.
Players, coaches and staff have to test
frequently. It’s a grueling process, but the
teams are battling through it in order to have a
shot at the 2021 NCAA Tournament. The road
there will be dynamic, and any part of the
remaining season can change at any moment.
But in the midst of uncertainty, the Atlantic
Union Bank Center is hosting basketball.
After 8.5 months of no JMU sports, the new
arena will welcome fans with open arms
when public health protocols allow it.
“It still doesn’t quite feel like ours,” men’s
basketball head coach Mark Byington said. “It
feels like we’re in somebody else’s building a
little bit. We’re still learning the nuances, where
everything is, but I could just tell you this: myself
and my players can’t be more excited being here.”
CONTACT Noah Ziegler at breezesports@
gmail.com. For more coverage, follow the
sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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Live Life at the Top!

Stop by today for a tour or give us a call for rates!
Enjoy Life at the Top with our conveniently located
premier student housing! 865 East offers tenants the
means to escape the stress of student life through
amenities such as our Rooftop Lounge, Game Room,
Fitness Center, and much more!
865 East Port Republic Road

(540) 442-8885

@breezejmu
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One
step
at a
time
Self-discipline contributes
to early season success for
women’s basketball

By GRANT JOHNSON
contributing writer

Coming out of a tumultuous offseason
riddled with uncertainty, it was hard to gauge
what to expect from the Lady Dukes as they
opened the basketball season two weeks ago
with a win against Mount Saint Mary’s. The
Dukes strung together two more victories in a
row this past week, including one against ACC
foe Virginia, moving the team to a formidable
3-1 record.

As the women’s basketball team prepares
for George Washington on Wednesday,
it’s a good time to dissect what constituted
the strong start despite such unpredictable
circumstances for how the season would
unfold.
One likely possibility is self-discipline and
accountability to themselves and others.
That was paramount in staying safe as the
COVID-19 pandemic reared its ugly head on
the nation.
The discipline required for any athletic
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Sophomore forward Rayne Tucker (21) shoots the ball. Tristan Lorei / The Breeze
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team to survive a season amid a pandemic
needs to be present up and down the roster,
from freshman to seniors to the coaching
staff. Women’s basketball head coach Sean
O’Regan is especially impressed with the
discipline of the freshman.
“I have been a part of a lot of freshman
classes, and for a lot of freshman classes, it
takes a long time for them to understand how
important it is for them to do little things off
the court,” O’Regan said. “For this freshman
class, they have been phenomenal with that,
much better than some in the past.”
While the sacrifice for the team through selfdiscipline during the pandemic is necessary,
O’Regan said he still feels for the college life
that his players were stripped of. During this
past year, the phrase “winning comes at a
price” has been exemplified, by the Lady
Dukes.
“It is bizarre, and I feel bad for [the players]
because they do not get the regular college
experience,” O’Regan said. “They have to
stay disciplined and stay true to hanging
out at their apartment … it stinks for them;
they came to college and want to experience
college as well.”
This is the first pandemic-laden season
that O’Regan has coached — or that any
of his contemporaries have for that matter.
O’Regan’s team has already learned many
lessons in this young season and after
navigating such a difficult and different
offseason.
“A lesson [the team] has learned is just take
things one at a time,” O’Regan said. “How
hard you have to work at practice, how much
I care about a scouting report and knowing
personal and what [the opponent] is going
to do, some of [the players] have done that
in high school, and some of them have never
even heard of the other team before they play
... that was lesson one.”
These lessons are exacerbated during a
season overshadowed by a pandemic.
“There is a lesson every other day around
here,” O’Regan said. “I’ve been glad because
[the players] have been very receptive, and
that’s all I can ask them to be.”
The men’s program’s game against Maryland
was abruptly canceled last Friday because of
one isolated case on the Dukes team. The
realness of the same situation occurring to
the women’s program is daunting. Coach
O’Regan affirmed that as the leader of the
team, he needs to balance taking ownership
of COVID-19-related matters with promoting

individual accountability throughout the
program.
“As a leader, you don’t want to say, ‘do as
I say, not as I do’ because I am living the
same way they are,” O’Regan said. “Let us
do today really well, and then when we wake
up tomorrow, let us do tomorrow... stop
worrying about stuff, and let’s just enjoy it
while we can.”
One of O’Regan’s players, point guard
Madison Green, has assumed a leadership
role as a junior to guide the young team. She
said she feels her fellow upperclassman’s
assumptions of leadership roles have been a
key cog in the Dukes’ early season success.
“Coach [O’Regan] isn’t around all the time
… so, it is important [to lead], especially for
us older girls with our team being so young,
like me, Jaylin, Keke, Rayne, who know the
standards to be that kind of leader for this
young team,” Green said. “I think it has
translated on the court to how successful
we’ve been.”
Green and O’Regan have been crucial in
promoting the self-discipline needed to
navigate a season during a pandemic. The
caution that the leaders have lived with has
been contagious to the rest of the team in a
positive way, which has helped the Dukes test
negative for COVID-19.
“I would say that we all understand what’s at
stake right now,” Green said. “So I think that
has really helped us be successful, especially
right now in the beginning of the season,
because we’re not taking this for granted, we
know [the season] can be shut down at any
moment ...
The positive COVID-19 case on the men’s
team halted basketball activities until Dec.
14, but men’s basketball head coach Mark
Byington has vowed to keep the team together,
figuratively, during this time. Even if the
case was a consequence of improper soical
distancing, Byington knows it’s a tremendous
thing for his players to handle regardless.
“Our guys go through a lot right now,” Byington said. “But our guys love basketball, they come
in, they work hard, they get to the court ... they
have energy for practice, they do well academically, so they have a lot on their plate, and it’s
just time management and looking out for each
other.”
CONTACT Grant Johnson at johns3gp@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage,
follow the sports desk on Twitter @
TheBreezeSports.
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a fresh look
Freshmen boost JMU men’s offense
By ANDREW OLIVEROS
The Breeze

The Dukes, three games into
their 2020-21 season, are 2-1
with wins over Limestone
University and Radford and a
loss to Norfolk State University.
Six freshmen joined the JMU
family and have quickly made
a positive impact on the court.
“I’m all really happy with
them,” JMU head coach Mark
Byington said. “They’re all
learning at a rapid pace.”
Freshman forward Justin
Amadi had two double-digit
scoring performances with
16 against Limestone and 10

against Norfolk State. He has
the best field goal percentage
on the team at 81.3 and has
the fourth most points on the
team.
Amadi made two highlight
plays against Limestone which
include a wide-open slam dunk
and a dunk on a ball coming off
the rim in the paint. Freshman
guard Terell Strickland made
quite the debut against
Limestone by recording 10
steals, JMU’s single-game
record, and he’s averaging four
steals a game. Other freshmen
that are making a good first
impression are guard and
forward Terrence Edwards and
guard Tyce McNair.

Edwards is making an impact
off the glass as he averages the
third most rebounds on the
team with 4.3 and 2.0 off the
offensive glass.
McNair played in one game
for three minutes but made the
most out of his time by scoring
two points and grabbing a
rebound and steal.
“I think [COVID-19] might
have helped us get this class,”
Byington said. “The good thing
is myself and my staff had good
evaluations without seeing
them in person.”
Whether it was Amadi’s
buckets or Strickland’s ability
to steal the ball, they’ve not
only made an impact on the

court but have high impressive
representation
for
the
freshman class.
Amadi said he thinks he’s
contributed to the team by
playing hard. He mentioned
he wants to improve in his
shooting and dribbling.
“I think I contributed by …
coming to practice,” Amadi
said. “I’m just wanting to get
better everyday.”
Strickland said he thinks he’s
contributed to the team by
bringing energy and defensive
production. He said he feels
like he needs to work on his
shooting, shotmaking, taking
care of the ball and limiting
his turnovers.
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Freshman guard Terrence Edwards dribbles the ball. Courtesy of JMU Athletics
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”

“We all do winning things
on the court, and I feel
that’s a big part in trying to
change this culture.”

@breezejmu

He said he wants to be a true point
Byington has only seen Amadi and
guard but needs to work on it.
Strickland in three games so far,
“I say freshman year, you just got to but he notices the positive changes
get in where you fit in,” Strickland said. they’ve made for the team on the floor.
Amadi said he thinks the freshman Byington said he knows the team has
class is doing well and that they all “good ones” in Amadi and Strickland
come to practice wanting to get better and that they’re going to have a great
and to work hard. Strickland said he career at JMU.
thinks Amadi brings in big minutes off
“Terell Strickland, you know, he
the bench and that the freshman class didn’t start the first couple games, and
is making large
we were just
contributions
so
much
on the court.
better with
“We all do
him in the
winning things
l i n e u p ,”
on the court,
Byington
and I feel that’s
said. “A big
a big part in
example
trying to change
of that …
this
culture,”
he played
Strickland said.
20 minutes
Strickland said
[against
his experience Terell Strickland
Radford],
with
college
and
we
during
the JMU freshman guard
were plus
pandemic
17 when he
is challenging. He said without was on the floor and only scored two
in-person contact, it’s hard to get points.”
engaged with teachers and other
The freshman class is working hard
students the same way one would in to become better basketball players.
a normal class.
The future looks bright for the Dukes
“I went to prep school, so, I’m a with its freshman class on the rise.
whole year out of school,” Strickland
said. “So, like, getting back into the CONTACT Andrew Oliveros at
flow and it being online is really oliverab@dukes.jmu.edu. For more
hard for me. I’m adjusting, but it’s coverage, follow the sports desk on
definitely tough.”
Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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Junior guard Madison Green was the No. 11 recruit in Virginia for the 2018 class. Breeze File Photos

Madison Green’s efficiency is key for Dukes’ development
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By NOAH ZIEGLER
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JMU women’s basketball junior guard
Madison Green came to Harrisonburg with
high expectations. She was No. 11 in her
recruiting class in Virginia and was named
a two-time 4A All-Region player by the
Winchester Star.
In 2018-19 — her first year with the Dukes
— she averaged 14.5 minutes, 3.5 points and
1.5 assists per game. With the team loaded
with talented players like Logan Reynolds
and Kamiah Smalls, Green was in a prime
position to grow as a collegiate player and
blossomed into a valuable asset for head
coach Sean O’Regan.
The following year saw that growth. Her
average minutes were increased to 21.6 per
game, and she put up 4.9 points, 2.1 assists
and 1.9 rebounds per outing. However, what
really showed in her sophomore campaign
was her efficiency.
Green shot .409 from beyond the arc and
.333 from the field, with the former being
a team high. Overall, she checked in with
stats that contributed to the team’s success,
proving her importance to the Dukes.
Many college basketball players see
great signs of development following their
freshman seasons, and Green is no different.
She attributes her growth to being more
comfortable in the Division I basketball
world, which came with the help of her
teammates.
“Just being more confident,” Green said.
“I would say my freshman year, I was really
hesitant to put myself out there because,
you know, I was playing with a lot of great

players … Last year, I feel like I was just more Dukes’ 71-67 win, it was the toughest obstacle
comfortable and confident enough out there.” she’d faced since coming to JMU. She knows
It doesn’t stop there, though, and Green the decision wasn’t personal and notes she
knows it. She’s morphed into a pillar for the saw the team’s chemistry and tempo flourish
team to rely on in a leadership role, and with at Virginia, but she also recognizes her
a young team like this year’s, that’s vital in veteran status and needs to have confidence
the chase for the Lady Dukes to return to the instead of getting down on herself. For now,
NCAA Tournament.
she’s putting her
Even as a junior,
head down and
Green continues to
trying her best to
work on her game on
earn her way back
and off the court. In a
into the fray.
season that requires
What
helps
on-the-fly
changes,
her, though, are
versatility is critical
lessons she learned
to making this year as
from Smalls and
normal as possible.
Reynolds.
Smalls
“As long as she’s
was prolific and
continuing to work,
plays professionally
that’s what you’re
in Italy with a
looking for,” O’Regan
brief stint with the
WNBA’s
Indiana
said. “So I’ve always
Fever.
Reynolds
been a fan, personally,
was
perfect
at
of Maddie Green.
doing
the
little
So, yeah, I’ve been
things on the court
impressed with her
flawlessly, keeping
growth, and she’s gotta
the machine that
continue to grow.”
is the JMU offense
Green said her
running.
and O’Regan have
“Logan … just
been worked through
teaching me to,
multiple
obstacles.
Recently,
her Green scored a career-high 17 points vs. Maryland you know, how to
lead a team, how
leadership was tested in 2018.
to be a great leader
when she didn’t see
the court in the past two games. It wasn’t and role model for the team,” Green said.
because of an injury or suspension, it was a “And Kamiah just because she was just so
confident in her ability. And, you know, she
coach’s decision.
When she didn’t play against Virginia in the talked to me about her struggles with her

lack of confidence sometimes, but you would
never know because of how well she was able
to just go out there and play.”
To exude that confidence means setting
an example for underclassmen like freshman
guard Jamia Hazell, who started the 2020-21
season averaging 15.3 points and 3 rebounds.
During her three seasons under O’Regan,
Green said her game has become more
controlled. But beyond what she learns about
the game, she continues to learn how to be
the best player for O’Regan. She said she
tries to teach younger players how to respond
to O’Regan in order to get the most out of
practices and games.
In O’Regan’s time at JMU, players have
exemplified productivity while on the
court, even if it’s not reflected on the stat
sheet. Sophomore guard Kiki Jefferson said
efficiency is an important aspect to being a
successful college player.
“I feel like you should get better every
game and every practice and every time you
go do something,” Jefferson said. “You should
always try and be better than what you were
before you did it.”
Green showed her skills as an efficient
point guard in 2019-20. While she navigates
this peculiar season riddled with issues
caused by the coronavirus, she knows her
leadership must remain ever-present. It’s
what’ll help the Dukes reach their goals, even
if there are bumps along the way.
Grant Johnson and Savannah Reger
contributed to this story.
CONTACT Noah Ziegler at breezesports@
gmail.com. For more coverage, follow the
sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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Sophomre forward Rayne Tucker attempts a layup. Tristan Lorei / The Breeze

Junior guard Jaylin Carodine carries and runs with the ball. Breeze file photo
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“I just want to be
able to help my
team and get the
wins we want.”
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to lead the team. During the game against
George Mason, McDaniel became the third
JMU women’s basketball is known for player in program history to score at least 30
its eye-catching players, and this year’s points as a freshman.
freshmen are no exception.
McDaniel’s offensive power prevailed
Over the past week, two freshmen have against the Patriots, but her defensive ability
caught the eyes of JMU nation after defeating was on display as well. Averaging 30 minutes
UVA and GMU — two in-state rivals.
per game, McDaniel had two blocks and
Freshman guard Jamia Hazell caught seven steals in her four games played.
attention in her first game, scoring 18 points
“I think I just have to stay confident in my
for a .438 shooting percentage. Fans took shooting,” McDaniel said. “If I’m able to do
notice of Hazell’s
that, I’ll be able to keep
first
performance,
doing what I can do.”
making remarks on
The
two
players
her potential to grow
created
a
bond
into a new big-name
together both on and
player. She has a
off the court. The two
strong vision on the
credit their on-court
court, and her agility
chemistry to the help of
keeps
defensive
O’Regan along with the
opponents on their
time they’ve shared as
toes.
roommates.
“I’m
feeling
“It’s
really
great
Jamia Hazell
really good, Coach
because it shows that
[O’Regan] was telling JMU freshman guard
all the recruits Coach
me to stay focused on
[O’Regan] finds have
my game,” Hazell said. “I just want to be able that chip on their shoulder,” sophomore
to help my team and get the wins we want.”
guard Kiki Jefferson said. “They know they’re
Hazell scored at least 13 points every here for a reason, and it’s to play the game
game this season and plays an average of together.”
23 minutes each game. She’s consistent on
Both players and the rest of the JMU roster
the scoreboard with her 5-for-5 free throw will prepare for CAA conference play in January
attempts and holds a .429 percentage for after their final nonconference game against
3-point attempts.
West Virginia University on Sunday. The
“She’s got the shooting ability of Tarik Dukes will compete for a fourth consecutive
Hislop,” head coach Sean O’Regan said. “She championship title. Hazell and McDaniel are
can shoot as well, if not better than her, and the new leaders on the team, and it’s likely
has the demeanor for [Kamiah] Smalls.”
they’ll pave their way into the program record
Opposite to Hazell, freshman guard books.
Peyton McDaniel is a lasting presence on
the court for the Dukes. Starting in all four CONTACT Madison Hricik at hricikmn@dukes.
games this season, McDaniel fosters both jmu.edu. For more coverage, follow the sports
offensive and defensive skills that allow her desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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Women’s basketball sees surge of underclassmen
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Jamia Hazell (left) is one of four freshmen on women’s basketball to play significant
minutes this season. Tristan Lorei / The Breeze
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